The 49th Annual Conference of the Research Council on Mathematics Learning (RCML) will be held in Grapevine, Texas, on March 3-5, 2022, at the Hilton DFW Lakes Executive Conference Center. Learning loss has emerged as a concern for mathematics educators and researchers as a result of the loss of instructional opportunities around the world. Thus, this year’s conference theme Moving Forward, Leaning in: Acceleration over Remediation serves as a call to action. As a community, we must seize this opportunity to move mathematics education forward. The purpose of the conference is to share current research in mathematics education. The conference planning committee encourages proposals of completed research studies as well as works-in-progress. This is an excellent conference for faculty and advanced graduate students to report finished findings, share their evolving research and receive constructive comments on preliminary framings/findings.

We are now accepting proposals! Please be prepared to address the following on the online speaker proposal form:

- Presenter information for all speakers, type of presentation (brief, full, or poster), key themes, title, abstract, objective/purpose, background, relevance, discussion points, references, and how the proposal addresses the mission of RCML.

Speaker proposals must be submitted by Monday, September 6, 2021 (on the RCML website at www.rcml-math.org)

Additionally, RCML publishes conference proceedings of selected papers that have been accepted as conference presentations. Acceptance of a proposal does not guarantee acceptance of the associated publication for the proceedings; however, all authors whose conference proposal has been accepted are invited to submit a paper based on their proposal. Manuscripts proposed for the conference proceedings are due by October 31, 2021. Before submitting your paper, please review the Proceedings Submission Guidelines on the RCML website. Conference proposals and papers submitted to the RCML Proceedings are peer reviewed. The lead author on the proceedings paper must register for the conference. Join us in 2022 in Grapevine. If you have questions, please contact us via email at one of the addresses below:

Jamal Young, 2022 RCML Program Chair
jamaal.young@tamu.edu
Sarah Pratt, RCML VP for Conferences
Sarah_Pratt@baylor.edu
Ann Wheeler & Winifred Mallam, 2022 RCML Conference Co-Chairs
awheeler2@twu.edu
wmallam@twu.edu

www.rcml-math.org